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1. Background and research protocol 
 

1.1 Introduction 
Electronic fetal monitoring (EFM) or cardiotocograph (CTG) is a technical recording of the fetal heart 

rate and uterine contractions, undertaken during pregnancy or labour to assess fetal wellbeing.  Since its 

first introduction in the 1960s, CTGs have become widely used by obstetricians and midwives for high-

risk pregnancies as a screening tool to detect fetal hypoxia. Internationally, some maternity units have 

adopted the policy of utilizing continuous EFM for most women during labour, although intermittent 

auscultation with a doptone or pinard is recommended to assess fetal heart rate of all low risk women. 

A CTG should be undertaken for 20 minutes however, if concerns arise from intermittent auscultation 

followed by an assessment to determine if the CTG can be discontinued or should be continuously used 

throughout labour [1-6]. 

To provide guidance on the use of a CTG, NICE [6] recently published a guideline including principals for 

interpretation of a CTG trace. Hourly assessment and documentation of all four features on a CTG is 

recommended, these include: baseline fetal heart rate, baseline variability, presence or absence of 

decelerations and presence of accelerations. Following interpretation the midwife and/or obstetrician 

needs to decide if the CTG is normal/reassuring, non-reassuring or abnormal. 

Normal baseline FHR is between 100-160 beats per minute. Baseline is considered as one of the 

fundamental features of the FHR pattern recognition, as most of the other features rely on its value.  

Variability is believed to reflect the interactions between the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and the 

parasympathetic nervous system (PSNS) of the fetus. Stimulation of the PSNS results in a decrease in 

heart rate of the normal fetus while stimulation of the SNS results in an increase in heart rate. During 

stressful situations for the fetus, such as during uterine contractions, the sympathetic nerves may act as 

a compensatory mechanism to improve the fetal heart pumping activity, which is reflected in the FHR 

signal variations. Variability can also be identified as the resting level of the fetal heart rate [7-8]. 

Assessments of fetal wellbeing often include the monitoring of the fetal heart rate (FHR), fetal growth 

and fetal movement (FM) [7-10].  Fetal movement has long been recognised as an indicator of fetal 

wellbeing [9] in particular, an increase in fetal activity of frequency and strength through the last 

trimester [10]. CTG is not a usual method to directly assess FMs, although it is the primary method of 

antenatal fetal monitoring, especially when the woman has reported reduced FMs after 28 weeks 

gestation [4-5]. Before 28 weeks gestation the features on a CTG cannot be interpreted accurately 

because of the underdeveloped fetus [4,11]. Research has confirmed the association of maternal 

perception of reduced fetal movement and the risk of late stillbirth [10]. Analysis of fetal movement is 

therefore an integral part of a fetal wellbeing assessment. 

A CTG has both strengths and limitations, including: the high sensitivity for identifying fetal hypoxia but 

also a high “false positive” rate where following assessment at birth (cord ph and APGAR) the infant 

scores were within normal range.  In addition, some maternity care clinicians have difficulty in correctly 

appraising and interpreting the multiple factors that can affect the features seen on a CTG.  

Subsequently, the rate of intervention and caesarean sections has dramatically increased over the last 

four decades without a significant change in neonatal cerebral palsy rates.  Maternal morbidity and 
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mortality has also increased because of the increased intrapartum interventions, for example morbidly 

adherent placentae [5,12,13].  

Today modern CTGs contain an actograph function. This is integrated into the heart rate transducer, 

which makes it possible to record FHR and FMs simultaneously using a Doppler technique. This allows 

separation of the high-frequency signals derived from the fetal heart and the low-frequency signals 

derived from movements of the maternal abdomen and movements of the infant’s body and limbs. The 

presence of low-frequency signals is recorded on the cardiotocographic paper. This way, the observer 

can be additionally informed through information on the FM pattern, without the need for sonography 

[14-16]. However, the results, the signals output, are reproduced like bars and spikes, so there is again 

absence of image, although, two studies reported that the method has the ability to detect fetal limbs 

movements [15-16]. Also, in another study using actograph, kappa value showed fair and moderate 

agreement, in women with 31-34 and 37-40 weeks of gestation, respectively.  In addition, one limitation 

of this method is the false-positive detection of FMs that can occur notably in early period of gestation. 

Generally it seems that the method is more efficient in bigger fetuses, which make more dynamic 

movements [14]. 

Most of the research relating to EFM has focused on FHR and/or the affect of uterine contractions (UC) 

on fetal heart [12,17]. To the best of our knowledge there is no study, which has correlated FM with the 

FHR and UC as part of an overall electronic fetal wellbeing assessment.  Moreover, there is no study, 

which has investigated the correlation between FM, FHR and UC in relation to numerical indications to 

distinguish between physiological or pathological fetal signals with concomitant effort to anticipate 

events.  

 

1.2 Aim of the study 
This proposed study will try to correlate FHR with UC and FM, based on in depth analysis of 20 

anonymous, retrospective antenatal CTGs recorded using the ultrasound transducer and undertaken 

between 34-42 weeks gestation.  Following ethical approval, by using the trace export utility, data from 

the CTGs will be accessed from both the central computer based on the antenatal ward at the 

participating  maternity unit, in Northern Ireland and if necessary from repository databases (including 

UCI data-base1). 

By following algorithms (mathematical calculations), we will analyse FHR, UC and FM signals, in order to 

estimate each signal’s complexity. Based on this analysis we will extract objective indexes, for each of 

the signals. These objective indices are real numbers that will consist of numerical cut-off values, which 

are able to distinguish between physiological or pathological signals/cases. Based on this analysis it will 

be possible to correlate FM with FHR and UC. This proposed method will help to minimise the 

subjectivity of existent evaluation method of these three signals.  

Additionally, we will try to develop a method of FM prediction. Based on the same algorithms, we will 

analyse the FHR and UC behaviour before the emergence of a FM. Assuming that the complexity (or 

irregularity) of each signal, changes before a FM, it will be possible to examine the pre-movement 

condition of the fetus. This knowledge of FM prediction will further aid in the assessment of fetal welling 

                                                           
1e.g. https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Cardiotocography 

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Cardiotocography
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as FM is a better indicator of fetal wellbeing than fetal heart rate alone [18]. This study will act as a pilot 

with the results informing a larger multi-national retrospective study.  

 

1.3 Methods 
CTGs are normally undertaken in pregnancy for assessment of the fetus for example prior to, and post 

insertion of a vaginal pessary for the induction of labour or maternal reporting of reduced fetal 

movements etc. For this pilot project anonymised bio-signals (FHR, UC & FM) from (n=20) retrospective 

CTGs performed on pregnant women for similar reasons, during the antenatal period from 34-42 weeks 

gestation will be analyzed.  If maternal pulse is exported via the export utility this signal will also be 

correlated against the fetal bio-signals.  Authorized clinical staff will collect the data and all personal and 

medical details will be removed and forwarded to the researcher. The data will be checked for quality 

and any missing data will be followed up.  Prior to collection of the signals IRAS permission and all 

relevant actions will have been undertaken by the researchers.  

 

1.4 Signals’ analysis 
Non-linear dynamical analysis is a powerful approach to understanding biological systems. Entropy, as it 

relates to dynamical systems, is the rate of information production. Methods for estimation of the 

entropy of a system represented by a time series are not, however, well suited to analysis of the short 

and noisy data sets encountered in cardiovascular and other biological studies. The first successful effort 

to solve the previous problems, came by Pincus [19,20] who introduced approximate entropy (ApEn), a 

set of measures of system complexity closely related to entropy, which is easily applied to clinical 

cardiovascular and other time series. Since Pincus introduced ApEn, many other algorithms introduced 

in order to solve some of ApEn bias. There are two main categories of algorithms based on entropy as it 

is introduced in information theory. Both of these categories are used in non-linear systems’ analysis. 

a. single signal’s analysis 

The first methods’ category includes: ApEn, Sample Entropy, Shannon Entropy, Permutation Entropy, 

Multiscale Entropy and Fuzzy Entropy. Each of these algorithms, analyse only one time series. Pincus 

[19,20] by introducing the ApEn, devised the theory and method for a measure of regularity closely 

related to the Kolmogorov entropy, the rate of generation of new information, that can be applied to 

the typically short and noisy time series of clinical data. This family of statistics, named  ApEn, is rooted 

in the work of Grassberger and Procaccia and Eckmann and Ruelle and has been widely applied in 

clinical cardiovascular studies [20-36]. Richman and Moorman [37] developed and characterized a new 

family of statistics, sample entropy (SampEn) that does not count self-matches. SampEn is derived from 

approaches developed by Grassberger and co-workers [38-41]. Thus a lower value of SampEn also 

indicates more self-similarity in the time series. Rests of the methods in this category are based on ApEn 

and SampEn.  

As first step in the proposed study, each of CTGs signals will be analyzed based on above algorithms by 

choosing the optimal parameters’ combination for each algorithm.  
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b. multiple signals’ analysis 

The second methods’ category includes Cross-Approximate Entropy, Cross-Sample Entropy and 

Conditional Entropy.  

These algorithms resemble a non-linear measure of coupling between two time series.Unlike cross-

spectral analysis, which detects linear coupling between two signals, in our study sequences from three 

distinct yet intertwined variables in a network (here: FHR, UC and FM) are compared by quantifying their 

asynchrony (conditional irregularity). The proposed analysis’ algorithms would result in smaller values, if 

the association between the systems is strong and hence asynchrony is relatively low. In contrast, when 

there is only weak association between two signal time series, larger values would be obtained 

indicating a higher degree of asynchrony. 

Most of the proposed algorithms measure, within a tolerance ‘r’, the conditional regularity of v-patterns 

similar to a given u-pattern with a window length ‘m’. Greater asynchrony (or weaker association 

between signal complexities, more discordance) thus indicates fewer sub-pattern matches, as quantified 

by larger values. Conversely, lower values are indicative of more concordance or stronger coupling [42].  

Synchrony or similarity between bivariate time series is widely applied to quantify interactions between 

different physiological subsystems [37, 43-46]. The traditional measurements such as coherency and 

spectral estimates are not suitable for characterizing non-linear and non-stationary signals. Based on the 

theories in the field of non-linear dynamic analysis and chaos, few of these methods such as the cross-

approximate entropy, were applied for measuring synchrony between two time-series [43-44]. 

Richmann and Moormann further developed cross-sample entropy, also a generalized form of sample 

entropy (SampEn), which showed better performance [37,46]. 

As second step in the proposed study, all possible combinations of CTGs signals will be analyzed based 

on above algorithms by choosing the optimal parameters’ combination for each algorithm.  

c. predictive signals’ analysis 

As third step in the proposed study, above algorithms will be used in order to analyze signal’s behanior 

before any FM. This analysis will check if there is any change in signals’ complexity a short period before 

FMs.  
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2. Description of activities performed during STSM 
 
 

Day 1: November 12th 2017  
Arrival at Athens airport at 9:25. Arrival at Manchester airport at 15:15. Arrival at Belfast at 18:05. 

  

Day 2: November 13th 2017 
 

The first day began with a meeting with Dr Maria Healy, Lecturer in Midwifery, School of Nursing & 

Midwifery, Queen’s University Belfast (QUB), during which the following issues were discussed and 

resolved (8:00 am):  

• How CTG technology works, the main advantages of entropy analysis theory and how exactly it 

will be used in our pilot study 

• Design of the STSM program, general obligations during the stay and resolution of queries 

regarding STSM schedule 

• Discussion and confirmation of the ethical approval applied for by Dr Maria Healy and obtained 

from QUB and the Western Health Social Care Trust (WHSCT) Governance.  

 

At 10:00 am, I had a meeting with Prof. Cathy Craig, Dean of Postgraduates at the School of Psychology, 

Queen’s University Belfast. Her area of research is Emotion, Perception and Individual Characteristics 

(EPIC), including Action Psychology. Prof. Craig is the Director of the Movement Innovation Lab. I made a 

short presentation about the cross-disciplinary collaboration and the aims of the current STSM. We 

discussed our interests and she demonstrated the research activities involved in the Movement 

Innovation. We also discussed the possibility of working on a pilot study relating to older people. In the 

next month we are going to finalize parameters of this pilot study. 

At 14:00 am, George Tzagkarakis and Dr Maria Healy had a meeting with the Dr Matthew Rodger, 

Lecturer in School of Psychology, Queen’s University Belfast. I made a short presentation about the 

cross-disciplinary collaboration and the aims of the current STSM. We discussed our interests and he 

presented an overview of his laboratory research activities in particular, his research into human 

motion. We discussed a number of possible research areas were we could possibly collaborate by 

integrating engineering and human motion.  We also discussed the possibility of commencing a pilot 

study in Parkinsonian’s patients. Next month we are going to finalize parameters of the pilot study.   

Finally (15:00-17:00 pm), George Tzagkarakis and Maria Healy had a meeting to finalize the program for 

the following two days. I also had met with Professor Maria Lohan, Director of Research at School of 

Nursing and Midwifery, QUB. 
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Day 3: November 14th 2017  
 

Meeting (9:00-12:00am) with Dr Maria Healy, to discuss in detail: (i) the research and data analysis 

undertaken to date on CTGs, (ii) confirmation of the research approach to be undertaken for our 

proposed study, (iii) the exclusion and inclusion criteria of the data signals (iv) the data acquisition 

procedure, (v) the algorithm’s structure that I will use in data analysis and (vi) the main parameters. 

Finally (14:00 am – 16:00 pm), George Tzagkarakis and Maria Healy met to finalize: (i) the research 

method to be employed, with necessary corrections and additions undertaken  (ii) the categorization of 

the variables (iii) appointments with QUB researchers via emails or phone.  

18:13 pm departure from Belfast City Hospital train station and arrival at 20.08 pm to Derry train station 

– overnight stay in Derry City for planned research activity in Altnagelvin Hospital on 15th November. 

 

Day 4: November 15th 2017  
 

8:30-12:30 pm: Meeting with Ms Sharon Woods, Midwife Ward Manager Antenatal and Maternal & 

Fetal Assessment Unit (MAFAU), Altnagelvin Hospital. Ms Woods was the site specific research 

collaborator at the WHSCT. During our meeting she (i) presented the use of the CTG devices, transferred 

her knowledge in relation to the common problems in CTG use and data acquisition. She also (ii) gave us 

an explanation on the interpretation of CTG signals based on real samples and (iii) explained how to use 

the appropriate software. In Altnagelvin Hospital, they use two kinds of CTG devices, Sonicaid Team 3 

Series Fetal/Maternal Monitor by Huntleigh and Avalon FM30 Fetal Monitor by Philips. 

Each CTG device measures: 

o the fetal heart rate (FHR) 

o uterine contractions (UC) 

o fetal movement (FM)  

o the pregnant woman’s sense of fetal movement, indicated by the woman pressing a 

button attached to the CTG device when she feels movement (“FMb”) 

Each CTG device is connected to the central station-pc which has the software package, ‘DCII Client’ (by 

Huntleigh) installed.  This software enables the user to receive, represent and save data from both the 

CTG devices. 
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A typical graph of CTG signal is presented below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We encountered a number of difficulties initially in relation to the data signals, these included: 

o The CTGs recorded approx. five years previously did not note the maternal indication of 
fetal movements felt.  

o For the CTGs which had recorded the maternal indication of fetal movement felt, the 

‘DCII Client’ software unfortunately could not save this signal in a csv format file. The 

procedure of correlation between the maternal button pressure and the rest of the CTG 

signals is therefore difficult and requires manual calculation which may decreased 

accuracy. 

o In addition, personnel from the IT department had recently upgraded the central 
station-pc with Windows7, which was incompatible with the previously uploaded export 
utility. This utility had allowed the signal data to be exported via csv format directly from 
the PC.  

Dr Healy contacted the Huntleigh’s service manager and we were informed that the signals from 
identified CTGs could be forwarded in anonymized csv format.  We decided to choose specific signals in 
collaboration with Ms Sharon Woods without missing data and which included FM and with maternal 
fetal movements indicated “FMb” 
  
13:00-18:00 pm: Anonymized CTG signals based on above parameters were identified and the 
Huntleigh’s Service manager informed of those selected. 
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Day 5: November 16th 
 

8:00-12:00 pm: For each of the signals chosen for analysis, the corresponding anonymized graph in XPS 

document format was saved. A software package was identified to convert the XPS documents files to 

xls format file to enable analysis.  The exact time points, when the pregnant women pressured the fetal 

movement button (“FMb”) could thereby be identified and further analysis undertaken.  

13:00-18:00 pm: At 13:00 we received the CTG signals from Huntleigh’s Service manager in csv format. 
Initially, I checked the quality of each signal and if there was any missing data. I then organized the CTG 
signal data base in an appropriate format, for data analysis. 

At 19:00 pm: Departed from Derry City train station and arrived at 21:50 pm in Belfast. 

 

Day 6: November 17th  
 

8:00 am - 12:00am: I commenced working on analyzing the data by using the following algorithms: 

• For analyzing each signal separately, I used ApEn, Sample Entropy, Shannon Entropy, 

Permutation Entropy, Multiscale Entropy and Fuzzy Entropy 

• For comparing two signals, I used Cross-Approximate Entropy, Cross-Sample Entropy and 

Conditional Entropy 

 

12:00 – 14:00 pm: I met again with Dr Matthew Rodger, Lecturer in School of Psychology, Queen’s 

University Belfast, at a Motion Innovation Labs’ showcase presentation. I also had the opportunity to 

experiment with Virtually Reality projects involving human motion and a Virtually Reality application for 

athletes’ performance with members from Dr. Michalis Doumas’ team.  

14:00-20:00 Completed initial data analysis and wrote the STSM report.  

  

Day 7: November 18th 
 

Travelled from Belfast airport and arrived at London Heathrow airport at 10:20. Arrival at Athens airport 

at 17:50. Arrival at Heraklion at 22:50. 
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3. Findings of the STSM – Future collaboration 
 

This STSM program provided the opportunity to explore a new way of CTG, FM, FHR and UC analysis, 

which enables the quantification and comparison of these signals. The proposed algorithms have 

already been used in several fields. It is anticipated that the results from this study will enable further 

understanding of fetal welling and reduce unnecessary obstetrical intervention. 

From the findings and the results of this STSM research two articles will be conducted:  

a) Quantification and correlation of CTG, FM, FHR, UC for increasing accuracy of infant wellbeing 

assessment and b) Prediction of FM for a better understanding of fetal health 

We aim to submit both articles for publication by July 2018.  

 

Further Collaboration 
- With Prof. Cathy Craig, Dean of Postgraduates in School of Psychology and Director of the Movement 

Innovation Lab, Queen’s University Belfast. We are planning to start a new pilot study for upgrading/ the 

proposed algorithms in elder people motion. 

- With Dr Matthew Rodger, Lecturer in School of Psychology, Queen’s University Belfast. We are 

planning to start a new pilot study for upgrading the proposed algorithms in Parkinsonian’s patients. 

- Possible application for small funding with Dr Maria Healy, to undertake further work and with more 

participants. 

 

Conclusion  
In conclusion, the STSM program provides the opportunity for early stage researchers to work at 

Universities in other countries, learn from their expertise and from leading academics and researchers. 

Personally, for me it was a unique opportunity to attend a top University in Europe and to work with 

academics and other researchers. The collaboration with personnel from a University in another country 

and the exchange of knowledge is a great asset for any early stage researcher. In simple words the 

experience provided, the opportunity for knowledge transfer and what a STSM program offers is 

excellent.  
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4. Confirmation from Host of successful execution of the STSM 
 

I hereby confirm that the activities and outputs described above took place. Dr George Tzagkarakis was a 

very dedicated, innovative and creative addition to our team while he was at Queen’s University Belfast. 

He was extremely interested in all the opportunities available to him, fully engaged, and a very active 

contributor to debate, to present and to working out the issues and problems in the work he undertook. 

It was a pleasure to have him with us for the week, and we look forward to working with him in the 

future. 

 

 

Dr Maria Healy 

 

5. Photo Gallery 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr George Tzagkarakis, Ms Sharon Woods and Dr Maria Healy 

in Altnagelvin Hospital 

 

 

  


